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1. An executive summary of the project:

2. A description of the location (City(s), County(s), etc.), proposed service areas, parners
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3. Goals of the project and community need to address including whether the proposed area is
unserved or economically distressed or what the compelling need is, if served.

4. The proposed infrastruture and access improvements planned, including the number of
proposed connected premisees and community anchor institutions, businesses, or other
organizations and the recipients to be served by the project.
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5. The short and long-term investment benefit to the community and service area proposed.


	1: - Fiber to the Premise in rural St. john in Stafford County Kansas- Connecting approximately 191 homes and business to a Fiber Network with  capabilities of a symmetrical 10 Gbps Internet connection.- Voice service will be provided as well. GBT is applying for a 100% buried Fiber-to-the-premise network in Rural St. John, KS located in Stafford County with capabilities of providing up-to 10 Gbps symmetrical network including the option for voice service to these residents. Today the entire proposed construction area is unserved and is very limited in its communication options. GBT proposes to eliminate the digital divide by bringing fiber services to every location to help spark even more economic growth to Stafford County as well as helping residents and businesses be able to communicate to the outside world. Some of the proposed area experiences issues with making a voice telephone call, not just the inability to utilize the Internet. 
	2: - Over 200 square mile area- Population density of less than 1 household per square mile- 1/3 of households in Rural Stafford County would be served with this projectOver 200 square miles in rural Stafford County, the proposed area encompasses what was the St. John, Kansas rural telephone exchange and surrounds the community of St. John, Stafford Counties seat. This area consists mostly of residential and agriculture locations with several businesses and multi-purpose business/farm operations included. By serving this area, approximately 1/3 of the rural locations in Stafford county will now have a viable communication option. Due to the sparsity of this geographic area, less than 1 household per square mile, this area is never a viable option when it comes to providing a reliable wired service to each home and business without funding support. Today the area is unserved with no offerings capable of 100/20. The offerings today are DSL, wireless, satellite, and cellular options. With the awarding of this project, GBT's 100% buried fiber to the premise network would not just improve the homes that currently subscribe to one of the lesser technologies listed above, but also allow homes and businesses who are surrounded by trees or other environmental barriers to get home Internet for the first time. GBT has partnered with Stafford County for a co-investment match and have partnered with Stafford County Economic Development, USD 350 St. John Schools, and Stafford County Port Authority all in support of the project. Partners also include RVW Inc, an engineering firm, Amerine Construction, and SJN Bank of St. John. 
	3: - Area is 100% unserved- 78.8% Economical Distressed Threshold area when comparing 2020 Per Capital             Money Income (ACS 5-year PCMI)- Sparsely populated (less than 1 home per square mile)GBT has been providing communication services to the communities of Stafford County (Macksville, St. John, & Stafford) for over 15 years as another, faster Internet option then the DSL or satellite that is offered by other carriers. As a provider in these communities, the issue continually has been brought to our attention that there is no viable option for Internet in the rural areas. This issue was exasperated during Covid, when students and adults were sent home to learn and work. GBT worked closely with all the school districts we serve in providing free Internet to students whose homes did not have Internet where we have facilities but faced an impossible task when many of the Stafford County school students lived in rural areas where we do not have network capabilities. We tried our best by partnering with our sister company Nex-tech Wireless handing out hotspots but this was limited as well. With all of GBT's efforts there were approximately 20 homes where students resided that we were not able to serve who operated at best with hotspots or driving up to 15 miles into town to do homework on free wifi networks at businesses. With the assistance of grants, GBT was able to invest and upgrade the wireless system in this area as well as deploy more fiber to other areas not proposed in this grant that previously have been without. GBT has 5 towers with licensed wireless spectrum that provides service in the proposed area and can provide speeds up to 100/10. Although the area is heavily covered with Wireless signal, because of environmental factors like elevation and vegetation, almost 50% of the homes in this area still cannot receive Internet. 
	4: - 100% Buried Fiber-to-the-Premise Network- 1Gbps/1Gbps Deployed Network- 10Gbps/10Gbps Capable Network- 191 LocationsGBT plans on installing a 100% buried Fiber-to-the-Premise (FTTP) network by connecting it to our existing fiber network. GBT will use an XGS-PON deployment with full 1Gbps/1Gbps capabilities with the ability to offer 10Gbps/10Gbps in the future. The proposed plan is to deliver fiber services to 191 locations with 20 of these locations being businesses, 32 residential/agriculture business locations, and 139 residential locations. Some of the businesses include a Transload Facility, Trailer Company, Agriculture Spraying facility, Land Real Estate Company, Tree Farm, and Commercial Feedlot. The remaining residential locations include numerous homes with children in who attend the local school district.
	5: - 191 Locations will be served with Internet speeds up to 1Gig/1Gig and 10Gig Capable- 1/4 of Stafford County geographically will now have Fiber access including- Rural Stafford County Kansas consists of a high cost, low density area.- Without grant support and project approval, the area continues to be an Internet desert leading to less people, less growth, and the exponential growth of the dying of Rural Kansas. - With grant and project approval, the area can grow current business and attract new business and grow and retain population to Rural Kanas.GBT has been a service provider in the Stafford County area for almost 20 years and knows first hand what it takes to provide service in these areas and the barriers of providing service to everyone. GBT is committed to continuing to serve the area and not just helping the county grow, but give homes and businesses something that shouldn't even be a question in 2022, FAST RELIABLE INTERNET. Can you imagine having to make a decision about moving your family or business because you can't do daily tasks like homework or online classes, online banking, watching videos to learn new skills, trade or sell your grain, or even talk on the phone like most Americans take for granted every second of every day? Welcome to Rural St. John where many face these dilemmas today or face the real life story below.Since GBT is an Internet provider to all of the communities in Stafford County, it was no surprise we received a call from the school districts in March of 2020 when school was closed, children were sent home to learn and administrators were faced with the challenge of finding ways to educate overnight. GBT was given addresses of homes where children did not have Internet and asked if we could provide assistance like so many other Internet providers throughout the state of Kansas. We were happy to oblige and assisted in providing Internet where we had Internet infrastructure but then came the difficult discussions with the school district about the have-nots. The have-nots are the families who live in Rural St. John who have no way of getting reliable, non-data capped Internet to their home. They're the families whose children fell even further behind because they had to find a ride or make a special trip into town to gain Internet access to submit their homework or do their lessons. They're the kids that worry about taking an Online test, in fear of losing Internet connection and receiving a failing grade. There the ones that went from being an A student to a C student because they lacked the necessary tools to compete on a level playing ground with most other children growing up in the US. So what long-term investment does this have on the area? Maybe it's economic growth, maybe its the ability to retain and attract new people to the area, or maybe its just giving every kid and family the same opportunity, the chance to succeed. 


